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Re:

PLNPCM2018-00524– Ross Modern Additional Height Request

Special Exception
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 780 E. 900 South
PARCEL ID: 16-08-156-006
MASTER PLAN: Central Community
ZONING DISTRICT: R-2: Single- and Two-Family Residential
REQUEST: Brett Ross, the property owner, is requesting special exception approval for
additional building and wall height for a new single-family home to be constructed at 780 E. 900
South. Buildings with flat roofs in the R-2: Single and Two-Family Residential zoning districts are
allowed up to 20 feet tall. Three (3) additional feet of height is being requested to accommodate a
3-foot guardrail on top of the roof, which is required by building code for the proposed roof deck
space. Planning Commission has final decision making authority for Special Exceptions.
RECOMMENDATION: Based on the
findings listed in the staff report, it is the
Planning Staff’s recommendation that
the Planning Commission approve the
additional height request with the
condition that:
1. The guardrail must be installed
at least two (2) feet back from the
roof’s edge around its perimeter.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Vicinity/Zoning Maps
B. Application Materials
C. Site Photographs
D. Zoning Standards
E. Analysis of Special Exception Standards
F. Public Process and Comments
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This is a special exception request to allow three (3) additional feet
of building and wall height for a new home to be constructed at 780 E. 900 South. Specifically,
the three feet of height will accommodate a 3-foot guardrail on top of the flat roof of the home,
which is required by International Building Code in order to have a habitable roof deck. As seen
on the front building elevation below, the overall building height will be 23 feet measured from
established grade to the top of the guardrail. Height in the R-2: Single and Two-Family Residential
zoning district is measured from established (or existing) grade as opposed to finished grade.
Buildings with flat roofs are allowed up to 20 feet tall while buildings with pitched roofs are
allowed up to 28 feet tall.

23 feet
20 feet
Front Building Elevation
The height of the house measured from existing grade to the top of the roof or
wall plate does comply with the 20-foot height limitation, but the 3-foot
guardrail brings the overall building and wall height up to 23 feet. There is no
exception for guardrails to encroach above building height. For reference, solid
parapet walls can encroach up to five feet over building height for the purposes
of shielding mechanical equipment. The guardrail is necessary for the
applicant to use the roof as habitable space as shown on the proposed roof deck
plan. Other than building height, the proposal does comply with all other
zoning standards in the R-2 zoning district as documented in Attachment D.
A public notice for this special exception request was initially mailed to
surrounding property owners on August 7th, 2018. The City received some
concerns from the public regarding incompatible scale and massing of the
proposed structure in comparison to the existing homes on the block face,
along with decreased privacy associated with the roof deck. Since then, no
other public comments have been formally submitted for the Planning
Commission’s review. This petition has been elevated to the Planning
Commission for decision because of these initial public comments and the fact
that Staff cannot concretely say the project meets all of the general special
exception standards as proposed.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
The key considerations listed below have been identified through feedback from the public and analysis
of the project in relation to the special exception standards.
Consideration #1: Compatibility with Surrounding Development
Per Section 21A.24.110.D.6.a of Salt Lake City’s Zoning Code, additional building and wall height may
be requested through the special exception process subject to the general special exception standards
and if the proposed height is in keeping with the development pattern on the block face. The applicant
has submitted a survey with the heights of the other homes on the block face,
and four of the seven homes are over 23 feet tall – averaging 23.97 feet. By
definition, a development pattern is established with three or more houses
and, thus, the proposal soundly meets this standard. However, general
special exception standard “D” hones in on compatibility stating:
D. Compatible With Surrounding Development: The proposed special exception will
be constructed, arranged and operated so as to be compatible with the use and
development of neighboring property in accordance with the applicable district
regulations.

It should be noted that all of the other homes on the block face have pitched roofs as opposed to a flat
roof like the one being proposed. With pitched roofs, the massing of the building tapers or is broken
up towards its top. Although the proposed structure’s height is in keeping with the average building
height on the block, it is not necessarily in keeping with the existing roof forms on the block nor the
general massing.
Therefore, as a condition of this approval, Staff is recommending stepping back the guardrail at least
two feet from the roof’s edge around its perimeter in order to reduce the massing on the top of the
building from the perspective below. The R-2 zone allows exterior wall height to increase by one foot
(1') (or fraction thereof) in height for each foot (or fraction thereof) of increased setback beyond the
minimum required interior side yard. The proposed condition follows this same idea, though Staff is
recommending stepping the guardrail in two feet as opposed to three because the guardrail is relatively
transparent.

East Building Elevation

Additionally, the subject site is located in the R2 zoning district, which allows single-family
homes and duplexes; however, the site is
surrounded by different zoning districts
including single-family districts, multi-family
districts and a community commercial district a
block east of the site at the 9th and 9th node (see
Attachment B for zoning map). A larger multifamily building approximately 35.74 feet in
height is also located on this same block face
approximately two houses west of the subject
property. Though there are many single-family
units in the area, 900 South is a larger
thoroughfare in the City that’s lined with
different housing forms as well as low-intensity
commercial uses.

Tallest Building on the Block – 35.74’

Consideration #2: Impact of Habitable Upper Space
There was some other concern raised regarding the impact of the habitable rooftop space in terms
of privacy. In general, privacy is not something that the general special exception standards
consider. The standards do consider whether an “undue adverse impact” is created in terms public
health, safety and general welfare. In this case, it cannot be determined that an adverse impact
will be created due to the proposed height or roof deck. The habitable roof space may be
comparable to the use of a balcony or backyard, which are to be expected in residential
neighborhoods.
Stepping the guardrail back at least two feet from the roof’s edge should also push most roof
activity towards the center of the roof. The applicant has explained that they feel their current roof
deck design already centralizes the roof activity with livable space towards the middle and
greenery around the outer edges. They’ve also explained that their intent is to create a livable
rooftop garden area with as much green space as there will be habitable space.
NEXT STEPS:
If approved, the applicant may proceed with the project as proposed and will be required to obtain all
necessary building permits to construct the house. If denied, the applicant must revise their proposal
and keep the height of the house at 20 feet or under.

ATTACHMENT A: VICINITY/ZONING MAPS
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ATTACHMENT B: APPLICANT MATERIALS

N

SUBJECT
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Additional Information from the Applicant, Brett Ross:
1. Livable green space. The intent for the roof is to create a livable rooftop garden area. The
landscape plans call for significant green space—more than 50 percent of the entire roof area. The
impact from street level will be an extension of the front landscaping to a lush green garden on the
roof. The front facade will be lined with landscaped bushes, plants and trees.
2. Enhanced valuation of surrounding homes. Based on real estate studies conducted in other cities,
when similar modern type homes—with innovative use of space (roof/landscaping)—are added to
established neighborhoods, the value of all homes increase.
As I visited with neighbors showing the plans to the home and roof they agreed it would be a valuable
addition to the neighborhood. No one raised objections and were vocally supportive. Based on
construction costs and then the type of landscaping that will be done, the value of the home should be
near $1 million. This in turn should raise the valuations of existing surrounding structures.
3. Similar height impact with surrounding structures. Based on the height survey submitted, my home
with the three foot guard rail will still be lower than the home to left and the two homes to the right—
significantly less than the middle-of-the-block multi-family dwelling structure. Existing surrounding
trees on neighboring lots are much higher than the trees, plants and bushes designed for the roof. So
the overall impact from street level will be harmonious with surrounding structures.
Again, my home height meets the flat roof restrictions for the zone. This guard rail exception will
enable me to build a modern home that creates more green space in a previously underutilized and
limited lot. Green space and progressive ways to create green space aligns well with the stated goals of
Salt Lake City.
[Additionally]
Harvey Milk Blvd (900 South) is transitioning to a vibrant, innovative street within the city. New
development is changing the street from 3rd west to 1300 east. This proposed home design supports
the evolving trends of the street/neighborhood while increasing green space in areas traditionally
underutilized (rooftops). Approximately 40 percent of the roof will be covered in plants, bushes and
trees.
Just five homes eastward on 900 south is a flat-roofed home with livable space. Several modern homes
are being built within blocks of the proposed home.
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ATTACHMENT C: SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Subject property with home to be replaced at 780 E. 900 South.

View of the subject property with homes to the north and south

Alternate view of the block face from the corner of 900 South and 800 East.

Directly across 900 South – north and northeast of the site

Alley behind the subject property to the south

Rear of the subject property looking on from the alley

ATTACHMENT D: Zoning Standards
21A.24.110: R-2 SINGLE- AND TWO-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
The purpose of the R-2 Single- and Two-Family Residential District is to preserve and protect for
single-family dwellings the character of existing neighborhoods which exhibit a mix of single- and
two-family dwellings by controlling the concentration of two-family dwelling units. Uses are intended
to be compatible with the existing scale and intensity of the neighborhood. The standards for the
district are intended to provide for safe and comfortable places to live and play and to promote
sustainable and compatible development patterns.

Standard

Proposal

Minimum Lot Area – 5,000 square
feet for single-family detached
dwellings

The existing lot is
approximately 4,950
square feet.

Complies – A lot that is noncomplying as to

Minimum Lot Width – 50 feet for
single-family detached dwellings

The existing lot is
approximately 37.5
feet wide.

Complies - A lot that is noncomplying as to

Maximum Building Height – The
maximum height of a flat roof building
shall be twenty feet (20').

23 feet measured
from existing grade.

Does not Comply – Requesting special
exception for three (3) additional feet.

Maximum Exterior Wall Height –
Maximum exterior wall height adjacent to
interior side yards shall be twenty feet (20')
for exterior walls placed at the building
setback established by the minimum
required yard.

23 feet measured
from existing grade.
(In this case because
the home has a flat
roof, wall height and
building height are
one in the same.)

Does not Comply – Requesting special
exception for three (3) additional feet.

Front Yard Setback – The minimum

30.31 feet

Complies – Average setback on the block
face is 26.81 feet.

4 feet on the west
side and 10 feet on
the east side

Complies

(4'); provided, that on interior lots one yard
must be at least ten feet (10').

Rear Yard Setback – Twenty five

29 feet

Complies – Lot depth is 132 feet and;
therefore, rear setback does not have to
exceed 25 feet.

depth of the front yard for all principal
buildings shall be equal to the average of the
front yards of existing buildings within the
block face.

Interior Yard Setback – Four feet

percent (25%) of the lot depth, but not less
than fifteen feet (15') and need not exceed
twenty five feet (25').

Compliance
lot area or lot frontage that was in legal
existence on the effective date of any
amendment to [the Zoning Code] that makes
the existing lot noncomplying shall be
considered a legal complying lot and is subject
to the regulations of this title.

lot area or lot frontage that was in legal
existence on the effective date of any
amendment to [the Zoning Code] that makes
the existing lot noncomplying shall be
considered a legal complying lot and is subject
to the regulations of this title.

Maximum Building Coverage –
The surface coverage of all principal and
accessory buildings shall not exceed forty
five percent (45%) of the lot for two-family
dwellings and forty percent (40%) for
single-family dwellings. For lots with
buildings legally existing on April 12, 1995,
the coverage of existing buildings shall be
considered legal conforming.

The proposed footprint
of the home is 1,714
square feet on a 4,950
square-foot lot for a
coverage of 34%.

Complies

ATTACHMENT E: ANALYSIS OF STANDARDS
21a.52.060: General Standards and Considerations for Special Exceptions:
No application for a special exception shall be approved unless the planning commission or the
planning director determines that the proposed special exception is appropriate in the location
proposed based upon its consideration of the general standards set forth below and, where
applicable, the specific conditions for certain special exceptions.
Standard
A. Compliance with Zoning
Ordinance and District
Purposes: The proposed use
and development will be in
harmony with the general and
specific purposes for which
this title was enacted and for
which the regulations of the
district were established.

Finding
Generally
Complies

Rationale
The purpose of the R-2 Single- and Two-Family
Residential District is to preserve and protect for singlefamily dwellings the character of existing neighborhoods
which exhibit a mix of single- and two-family dwellings by
controlling the concentration of two-family dwelling units.
Uses are intended to be compatible with the existing scale
and intensity of the neighborhood. The standards for the
district are intended to provide for safe and comfortable
places to live and play and to promote sustainable and
compatible development patterns.
The use being proposed is a single-family dwelling, which
is compatible with surrounding uses in the area. “Higher
intensity/density” zoning districts and uses are found
down the street and also abut this particular property.
While the proposed structure does appear to have a larger
mass than some of the other houses on this block face due
to its flat roof, the actual height meets the height
development pattern and falls under the average height on
the block of approximately 24 feet.

B. No Substantial
Impairment of
Property Value: The
proposed use and
development will not
substantially
diminish or impair
the value of the
property within the
neighborhood in
which it is located.
C. No Undue Adverse Impact:
The proposed use and
development will not have a
material adverse effect upon
the character of the area or
the public health, safety and
general welfare.

Generally
Complies

D. Compatible with Surrounding
Development: The proposed
Special Exception will be
constructed, arranged and
operated so as to be
compatible with the use and
development of neighboring

Complies
Per
Condition

Generally
Complies

Single-family homes are permitted in this zoning
district and a single-family home currently exists on
the subject property. While the proposed house’s
footprint will be slightly longer than the existing
house, it does comply with setbacks and lot coverage.
And while additional height is being requested, the
existing house is slightly taller than what’s being
proposed at 24.32 feet. There is no evidence that the
construction of this house with three feet of
additional height will have a negative impact on its
property value or neighboring property values.
This additional height request will accommodate a 3foot guardrail that allows for the new house to have a
roof deck. There may be some concern that this roof
deck or habitable upper space could have an adverse
impact on the character privacy; however, privacy is
not examined as a part of this standard. The
occupancy of the roof deck is similar to that of a
backyard, which does not tend to have a negative
impact on residential areas. There is also an existing
house with a roof deck up the street to the east of this
property.
Looking at this block face in particular, there are no
other flat-roofed structures with roof decks. While there
are taller homes on the block face, the flat roof on the
proposed home makes its overall massing feel larger
and slightly incompatible with the surrounding
structures. Therefore, by pushing the guardrail in from

property in accordance with
the applicable district
regulations.
E. No Destruction of Significant
Features: The proposed use
and development will not
result in the destruction, loss
or damage of natural, scenic
or historic features of
significant importance.
F. No Material Pollution of
Environment: The proposed
use and development will not
cause material air, water, soil
or noise pollution or other
types of pollution.
G. Compliance with Standards:
The proposed use and
development complies with
all additional standards
imposed on it pursuant to this
chapter.
21A.24.110.D.6.a
For properties outside of
the H Historic Preservation
Overlay District, additional
building height may be
granted as a special
exception by the Planning
Commission subject to the
special exception standards
in chapter 21A.52 of this
title and if the proposed
building height is in
keeping with the
development pattern on the
block face.

the roof’s edge, the length of the building walls and
overall massing may be reduced from the ground level.
Complies

A 1906 Victorian will be removed to accommodate
the construction of the new home; however, this
house is not located in a local or national historic
district and its removal is permitted. Therefore, the
proposal will not result in the destruction of
significant features.

Complies

The proposal will not create any pollution.

Complies

The proposal complies with all other zoning
standards and, as documented within the applicant’s
materials, there are four houses on this block face of
seven houses that are over 23 feet tall. A
development pattern is constituted by three or more
houses on a block face.

ATTACHMENT F: PUBLIC PROCESS AND COMMENTS
Public Process:
• Initial special exception notice was mailed on August 7, 2018
• Public hearing notice mailed on November 15, 2017
• Public hearing sign posted on property on November 16, 2017.
• Agenda posted on the Planning Division and Utah Public Meeting Notice websites on
November 21, 2018
Public Comments:
A public comment was received after sending out that initial special exception notice, which
expressed concern regarding the height and massing of the building. They also noted the lack
of windows on the building make the walls feel taller. In general, they objected to the
additional height request.

